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Lakelse Watershed Society  

 Sustaining Lakelse Lake 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Outline 

• The importance of the lake 
• Eight identified changes 
• Support for Kalum LRMP 
• Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for this opportunity to talk to you about  Lakelse Lake.The Lakelse Watershed Society is a volunteer organisation, formed at the suggestion of MOE in 2002 to work with them on the invasive weed issue.Since time is limited I would like you to hold your questions to the end.



Lakelse Mussels 

Western Pearlside 

Western Floater 

Lakelse Freshwater Mussels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lakelse was named by First Nations for these unusual animals.Lifespan 60 -70 years		Need fish (usually sockeye or trout) to reproduceThey are very sensitive to their environment and are the most endangered of all species.Nothing known about the western floater



High Recreational Values 
Recreation value- parks 
•25% of shoreline 

•200,000 visitors annually                     
   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lakelse has a very high recreational value of which Parks are a major part but they have no responsibility beyond the waters’ edge.



Very high fisheries values 
 
 

Fisheries   
• strong part of cultural & community values 

• major producer of sockeye, coho & pinks 

• premier sports fishery for steelhead & trout 

  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lakelse sockeye fry are the largest of the Skeena system. DFO have been actively involved on Lakelse for more than 100 years



Property Values 

• 304 Recreational/residential  

• Hotsprings resort 

• Marina & cabins 

• Float plane base 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are a huge contribution to the tax base.



The Overall Value 

 $101 million annual benefit 
  
    W. Sinclair 1974 (in year 2000 dollars) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was a joint publication by Fisheries and Kitimat-Stikine Regional District. Unfortunately, it is the only economic data that we have. The numbers are staggering and we are asking the Regional District for an update.



Previous Studies 
• 1950 Brett: Physical Limnology of Lakelse  
• 1965 Coburn: Scully & Williams sockeye 
• 1968 Foerster: The Sockeye Salmon 
• 1974 Sinclair: Socio-Economics of Lakelse 
• 1976 Abelson: Lakelse Lake Water Quality  
• 1978 Cleugh: Chem/Bio/Physics of Lakelse 
• 1984 Greater Terrace Settlement Plan 
• 1986 Warrington: Lakelse Aquatic Vegetation 
• 1986 McKean: Lakelse Water Quality  
• 1994 Shortreed: Study of Skeena sockeye lakes 
• 2003 Gottesfeld: Conserving Lakelse Fish. 
• 2003 Kokelj: Lakelse Management Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not expecting you to read this slide – it is to indicate that Lakelse is one of the most closely studied lakes in B.C. 



Concern 1                               
 Elodea 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discovered at the Parks boat launch ramp in 1999.Globally troublesome aquatic weed that has recently invaded some 20 lakes along Highway 16Forms dense subsurface bedsChokes out existing plants 



Windblown  Elodea 

• Fine sediments 
• Iron 
• Phosphorus 

Key growth factors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spreads by fragmentationHas adapted to thrive under ice(picture March 2004)



Elodea mapping with  
GPS & grapple 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mapping the presence and rate of spread was important in order to get the attention of government agencies.Conclusion: Elodea is a sympton not a cause.



• Lake fry down by 78% since 1994 
• Adult returns down by 92%  

Concern 2 - Sockeye 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lakelse sockeye are now one of the most endangered in BC.DFO Cultus Lake Research Team have been here for the past 3 summers.



Recovery Plan Stakeholders 

• Kitselas First nations 
• Terrace Salmon Enhancement Society 
• Lakelse Watershed Society 
• Ministry of Environment 
• DFO 
• Ministry of Forests/BC Timber Sales  
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DFO have been instrumental in creating a Lakelse Lake Sockeye Recovery Plan. The encouraging feature of this is the inter-agency nature of this group.



 
• Sockeye counts  
• Disease sampling   
• Egg survival tests 
• Hatchery Creek 

restoration 
• Scully Creek flow 

Recovery 
Activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both Kitselas and LWS have been working on sockeye counts and disease sampling. , which is required before any egg transplanting takes place.The picture shows egg survival testing in the Scully main flow in February. Significant funding for recovery projects has been obtained from the Pacific Salmon Commission and the Pacific Salmon Foundation.



 Concern 3 - Sediment 

 
• Disturbed  east-side Creeks  
• Shoreline changes 
• Wave action 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concerns had been raised about high sediment from Williams, Scully, Hatchery and Furlong.These creeks account for most of the inflow to the lake and all have been seriously disturbed.Sediment is a concern because of its support of Elodea. 



Deep-site Sediment Core 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two separate cores were taken by MOE in 2002 and analysed by Queens University.The left hand graph shows the changes in sediment accumulation rates since development began in the 1960’s. Logging, creek disturbances and major flood events of 1978 & the 1992 are the principal players.The right hand graph shows a dramatic increase in the percentage of organic matter in the sediment since the mid 1990’s. The reason for this is not known.



Sediment Gauge Sediment Gauge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to get a better handle on lake sediment, LWS made and installed 6 of these gauges around the lake in the fall of 2002. The object is to get more detailed information on the type, location and accumulation rate of sediment at each side and end of the lake.



Concern 4 - Water Quality 

•Metals 

•Nutrients 

•Bacteria 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been assisting MOE with its metals and bacteria testing at 10 lake sites and 17 creek sites, in spring summer and fall from 2002 – 2004. We have the most comprehensive data of any lake in BC. We now know everything from our arsenic to our elbow!



 
  

         Max.      Av. 
Eel Creek           34       25 
Prov. Park Creek       28       23 
Mountain Creek         18       12 
Williams Creek         17       11 
Whalen Creek          14         6 
     
    (Micrograms/L; BC Guideline is 10) 

Phosphorus inputs to Lake 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Levels at 15 can caused nuisance weed growthLevels at 30 can cause algae bloomsLevel at 60 can solve all your weed problemsMOE have agreed to conduct source tracking tests on these creeks



Concern 5 
Scully Creek 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Scully Creek flow change is one of the worst events to occur in the watershed since the highway slide of 1962.The 1992 flood changed the course of Scully at the gas-line Right-of-way 1km upstream of the highway diverting the flow towards the Hotsprings. The original Scully channel (at the edge of tall trees) now carries only groundwater flows. The surface water is now through these manmade canals. 



August 2005 

Scully main flow  

 - Lower Hotsprings section 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adult sockeye returning to this main flow have been intermittent;Main Flow 2001 – 300	2002 – 3	2003 – 30	2004 – 0	2005 - 100



Scully Main-flow - Upper Hotsprings section 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The property owner has done an immense amount work in creating these pools for salmon, (particularly since he did not ask for this additional water in the first place) however this is very poor sockeye spawning habitat and even in the better spots sockeye egg survival has been extremely poor.The good news is that significant funding has recently been obtained from PSC for flow augmentation in the original Scully channel. 



Scully - impacts 

• Sockeye loss in original creek due to:- 
– Low water in August 
– More beaver dams 
– More bear predation 

• Poor egg survival in main flow 
• Less flushing action in original creek 
• Heavy lake silting from bank failures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scully creek had returns of 4,050 sockeye adults as recently as 1996 (3700 in 1995), the number for 2005 is 350. Many wildlife species, as well as trees and other plants depend on the nutrients that fish provide!



Concern 6 – Further Logging 

• Unstable fans on Williams & Scully 
• Additional sediment, iron or   

   phosphorus to lake 
• Increasingly difficult terrain 
• Adverse hydrological impacts 
• Cumulative impacts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s why we thought that Dave Wilford‘s “47 watershed specific questions” published in the 2004 fall edition of “Streamline” were important.



Tough Terrain in Williams 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of an older road which was repaired and re-used for further recent logging.



Tough Terrain in Scully 

Tough Terrain in Scully 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This the main access road on upper Scully intended to be used for the next cut-block.



Inter-agency cooperation 

• MOF part of Sockeye recovery plan 
 

• Detailed further sediment studies on 
Williams completed 
 

• MOE sediment transport study on major 
creeks planned 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most encouraging features of the Sockeye Recovery Plan was the inter-agency cooperation.On Williams these additional studies were funded by DFO, MOE, MOF & PSFThe MOE proposal is intended to provide reference bases for future monitoring.



Concern  7 -  Shoreline changes 

  from vegetation loss & erosion 

 Estimated loss of natural vegetation 

 5 kilometers (20%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that we have a serious problem here and its not confined to just property owners.We would like our Regional District to follow the lead of their Cariboo counterparts with a shoreline policy.



Shoreline Erosion 

Shoreline erosion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wave action, changing currents or ice thrust ?How much longer will this tree last?



Concern 8  - Climate changes? 

Winter Temps: +1.4 oC in 100years 
Summer Temps: No trend 
Precipitation: +2% in 100 years 
Snow depth: -6% per decade 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There appears to more signs of ice damage to shorelines now than in the past and this may be the result of reduced snow cover on the lake causing more clear ice expansion.



What has been achieved? 

• Good understanding of Elodea 
• Comprehensive Water Quality data 
• Lake Management Plan (2003) 
• Sockeye Recovery Plan (2005) 
• RDKS Sewage Studies (2004-2006) 
• Sediment studies on Williams (2005/06) 
• Input to KLRMP (May, 2006) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are really positive milestones. Progress has been made and a lot of effort has been put into establishing baselines that future change can be measured against.



If we always do what we always did, 
we’ll always get what we always got! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In closing, Lakelse Lake has been through some fairly massive man–made jolts from Highway slides, bridges and culverts, from recreational, residential and hotsprings development, from logging and utility corridors and the impacts of these are becoming noticeable.It is the hope of the Lakelse Watershed Society that tonight’s information will help the Kalum LRMP Plan Implementation Committee in your role of monitoring resource management and development.In addition, we hope that your committee will make use of LWS for your additional role as a vehicle for public input on issues arising from LRMP & public land use.Thank-you. Any questions. 
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